Abstract: This works aims to simulate bone formation under natural loading using evolutionary structural optimization. Unlike material elimination by hard-kill approach applied previously, the current presentation implements material replacement defined as soft-kill method. A numerical analysis platform was developed and finite element model of sheep femur was constructed using computer tomography data. Quadruple material properties governing soft medullary canal, cancellous as well as plexiform and haversian cortical structures were considered as the main material constituents of the femur. An iterative algorithm was designed for determining the spatial distribution of these tissue types throughout the femur. The model initially started with a homogenous plexiform design and iteratively converged to a final state with heterogeneous density profile, nearly similar to a natural femur. The inefficient regions were gradually changed with mechanically lower grade and lighter tissues and thus the final construct had the least weight but still supported the load. The convergence was achieved successfully. . The tissue types were distributed in a mechanically optimum fashion to counteract the applied forces. The resulting internal material assignments provided insights into the structural remodeling of femur within the context of Wolff's law. . Using the developments, bone formation can be simulated numerically under different mechanical loading conditions. Such investigations may provide useful information about the vulnerability of bone as its material properties change with osteoporosis or the fracture risk as a result of malfunction in muscles attached to the femur.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding bone formation and remodeling with age, mechanical loading and other factors has been the focus of research efforts in the past [1] [2] [3] [4] . Computer simulations, especially finite element (FE) modeling, have played important role in uncovering adaptation mechanisms and relationships between the property, structure and function of bone [5] [6] [7] [8] . FE analysis of bone formation has been further advanced with the introduction of structural optimization concept from engineering [9] [10] [11] . This numerical platform was applied to sheep femur subjected to mechanical loading imposed by normal gait [12] [13] [14] . Initial femur design was constructed by assigning a constant material composition as described by the stiffest elasticity throughout the femur. Structural evolution from the initial design to the final formation was achieved iteratively using hard-kill method where mechanically inefficient elements in supporting the structure were eliminated from the model iteratively [11] . Eventually, the model converged to a form capturing the basic topology of the real femur, i.e. nearly a hollow shaft. The final design contained minimal amount of bone material while meeting the load requirements.
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The assumption that material property would remain constant throughout the femur during the remodeling process was a limitation of the hard-kill approach.
In reality, bone is structurally a complex matrix consisting of mainly 4 different materials: mechanically superior, stiff and dense plexiform tissue of cortical bone; mechanically inferior, less stiff haversian tissue of cortical bone, porous tissues of cancellous bone, and soft tissue of medullary canal. As opposed to the hard-kill, we hypothesized that adapting soft-kill concept into the structural evolution process would lead to a final formation of bone with minimal mass, but still satisfying the original design constraints. This study was therefore initiated to develop and implement the necessary components of a numerical analysis platform required for remodeling bone formation using structural evolution based on the soft-kill, and demonstrate the merits of the approach. Specifically, the platform combined material replacement/change optimization routine with FE analysis to evaluate the macroscopic behavior of sheep femur subjected to dominant muscle forces common to gait. During the optimization process under the soft material replacement (MR), the density property assigned to the FE model was updated iteratively to produce structurally evolving femur to a final design. In the following, we give the details of the numerical simulations and discuss the outcomes in the context of evolutionary bone remodeling and functionality using MR approach.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The specific bone that was employed in this study has been described earlier [11] . Here, we give specific details relevant to the MR operations. The real femur used for the FE modeling was from the left side of a two year old sheep. It was imaged using a Computer Tomography (CT) scanner (Siemens SOMATOM Sensation 4) in axial (transverse) view along the femur shaft using the following parameters: 140kVP, 0.4x0.4mm 2 in-plane pixel resolution and 0.6mm slice thickness.
Estimation of the Material Properties of Femur Bone
The CT images were imported in mhd format to a Matlab (Mathworks, Inc, USA) code written in house and processed for determining the material density properties of the femur bone. Materials constituting the composition of bone were grouped and their densities were represented relatively [15, 16] . Specifically, the tissue in the medullary canal was associated with void, cancellous tissue was considered as forming the porous bone, and haversian and plexiform bone were considered as being parts of the cortical tissue. Following this grouping, axial CT image of the femur, as in Figure 1 , was processed for segmenting out its cortical, cancellous and medullary sections by applying standard image intensity thresholding [11] GPa, respectively [18] .
Numerical Analysis
The implementation of the MR based optimization process for bone remodeling was algorithmically described by the flowchart in Figure 2 . The steps of the algorithm is similar to the one presented earlier in [11] , but when looked closely the decision mechanism governing the material swapping instead of element elimination can be seen as the major difference between the two. The procedures for the MR optimization process mainly involved four modules:
1-
Constructing an initial FE model of the femur,
2-
Assigning mechanical loads at the model boundaries,
3-
Conducting the FE analysis, calculating strain energy density (SED) for each element of the FE model and producing SED map and,
4-
Making a decision for reassigning the material properties to the elements based on their SED ranks.
Modules 3 and 4 repeated as part of the optimization process. The post processing code for 
Constructing the FE Model
The sheep femur was numerically constructed by following the procedures described previously [11, 20] . Flowchart of the iterative structural MR optimization performed during the study. The FE computational parts of the analysis were carried out with ABAQUS and indicated by boxes in red color. The blue colored boxes indicate the post processing carried out using Fortran code. The acronyms are as follows; LC: load cases described as boundary condition on the model, ABAQUS: finite element modelling Solver and SED calculator, SEDi (i=1,..5): strain energy density of special load case of FE, SEDT: summation of SEDi being multiplied by relevant weight factor of Wi. SEDavg: average strain energy density over all elements structure, CR: convergence ratio and set to be 0.001, TV: total volume, VI: initial volume of design with highest density and RR: rejection ratio set to be 0. First, the 3D surface topology of the femur was extracted from the CT images. From this data, a mesh was produced using Mimics software (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). From the mesh, a FE model was created using ABAQUS 6.10-2 software (Dassault Systemes, Villacoublay, France). In this model, the whole bone was filled completely with tetrahedron shaped elements with an average edge length of 1mm. When the aspect ratio of an element was of poor quality (<0.1), this element was combined with its neighbor manually to improve mesh quality.
Initially, the whole bone was considered to be uniformly made up of hard plexiform tissue and thus all of the model elements were assigned accordingly with relative material density 1g/mm 3 and the corresponding elastic modulus of 35 GPa. This construct constituted the initial homogeneous design, as showed in Figure 3. 
Mechanical Loading
The model in Figure 3 was mechanically loaded on its boundaries with major musculoskeletal forces identified from earlier gait analysis of clinically healthy sheep [12] [13] [14] . These dominant forces were applied in target locations; with magnitude and direction as seen in Figure 4 and the contribution of each was appropriately weighted with a factor W (0.35, 0.19, 0.25, 0.15 or 0.06) respectively, in the algorithm (Figure 2) [14] . The distal end of the femur was fixed and supported on its condyle.
Material Optimization
The mechanical response of the numerically simulated femur was investigated using the iterative MR optimization algorithm in Figure 2 . The process started with the initial FE design and applied load configuration. Optimization was defined as
Minimize :!C = u T Ku (1) Under the constraint of: V * ! "V i x i = 0
x i = density of all inferior material groups (three groups with densities less than 1) arranged according to SED ranking (10 -5 ,0.5 or 0.731) for 1≤ i ≤N.
In Eq. (1), N denotes the total number of elements of the FE model. K is the stiffness matrix of the whole structure and u is the global displacement vector. u T Ku denotes the stored energy to be optimized under the given volume constraint. The objective is to efficiently distribute the bone density and materials properties throughout the structure according to the necessities. Vi is the volume of each individual element (3D meshed tetrahedron) and V* is the total volume to be populated with the three inferior density groups; plexiform, haversian, cancellous and medullary canal tissues. V* starts with 10% of the initial total volume of the bone and increases to maximum 90% during the intermediate intervals with 5% increment at each step. The normalized artificial density variable x i denotes the density of the i th element which is determined according to the SED range ranking. In each step of the optimization, a density of x i was assigned each element and its relative elastic modulus was calculated according to the following relation;
where E plexi is Young's modulus of the plexiform bone (35 GPa) and p is a penalty exponent predefined as 3 according to the literature [21] .
Sensitivity and Element Optimization Ranking
Sensitivity of the objective optimization function in relation to the change in the i th element properties was identified by the partial differentiation ∂C/∂x i , which would result in the SED [21] . The SED at the integration point was chosen as volumetric optimization criterion [22] . To avoid discontinuities and checking board pattern, Normalized Nodal SED with r = 3 filter radius selected to determine which density group each node belongs to.
Element Ranking and Convergence Criteria
In each step of the optimization process, the computations were performed with the predefined loadings. According to the SED results, the design elements were ranked into four density groups and relative material properties were reassigned. The convergence test started from the second iteration since the design history was needed to check the design stability. At each iteration, two convergence constraints were tested: (a) volume constraint V*, and (b) stability of the design.
In each iteration (after the 2 th one), prior to the design stability check, the volume constraint V* was checked first. Then, if less than 1% of the elements optimized in this iteration (properties were changed between four defined groups) in comparison to the previous one, design was considered as being stabilized and converged. To be realistic and for preventing computational errors, surface boundary elements were allowed to change only between the two densest groups of haversian or plexiform tissue.
RESULTS
The characteristic features of the FE model constructed as the initial design were summarized in Table 1 . The model had fine mesh consisting of elements with an average of 1mm edge length. The volume of the meshed femur was 153,104mm 3 which was comparable to the volume 152,326mm 3 estimated from the CT data. Running the algorithm in Figure 2 took about 46 hours and the optimization process converged to a stable solution after 118 iterations. The convergence rates and behavior of the material switching in iterations had similar pattern to those reported in the previous engineering topology optimization studies [23, 24] . Figure 5 shows the femur designs obtained at iterations 60 and 118. As the iteration progressed, the elements internal to the bone were replaced by mechanically inferior tissue while those elements closer to the femur surface remained as plexiform tissue. This feature has been displayed better in transverse views in Figure 6 . The material properties were distributed non-uniformly across the simulated femur. Those sections which have been changed to inferior elements inherently represent mechanically weak regions.
The CT images in Figure 6 shows the cross sections of the real femur at the locations where the simulations were produced. Based on qualitative visual evaluation, the close similarity of the model predictions to the profiles of the real bone confirms the accuracy and reliability of the analysis of the bone formation and remodeling with the MR based evolutionary structural optimization method.
DISCUSSION
Wolff's theory indicates that bone under healthy condition adapts to loads under which it has been conditioned. Although paradox exists, the theory still inspires biomechanical research in orthopedics [25, 26] . Bone becomes tougher/thicker or lighter depending on the internal stress induced within. Simple changes on loading lead to modifications in bone density and structural orientation [27] . One way to evaluate such a response is to use numerical tools developed for structural optimization. Using such a tool, porous pattern in human femur was shown to simulate a microscopically optimized structure [28] . In this study, we took a macroscopic view and employed MR approach to investigate the formation of tissue types and densities in remodeling of sheep femur under mechanical loading exerted by muscles attached to it during normal walk. It has been suggested that, for reducing the optimization time and calculation cost, the material inhomogeneity can be factored in, but orthotropic properties can be omitted in the global FE analysis of femur [29] . This simplification was also taken into account in the current study. The efforts collectively led to the implementation of the iterative algorithm in Figure 2 and the construction of the numerical femur model in Figure 3 . Starting with a completely uniform initial design and mechanical loading in Figure 4 , the model was iteratively modified step by step. During the process, spatially inefficient elements were revealed and their properties were changed with inferior but lighter material to eventually result in a design with the least weight in Figure 6 . These results were in line with the mechanical principles of Wolff and confirmed by the design principle of the process of MR implemented in this study.
CT-based FE modeling was typically used to assess the macroscopic behavior of bone under loading and reported to be acceptably accurate [30, 31] . This study used automatic mesh generation directly from CT images. The bone formation was predicted through local strain energy density. Because of muscle attachments to the surface, FE results showed the outer boundary of the femur as populated with plexiform and haversian tissues. The porous bone represented by light green and marrow represented by light blue in Figures 5 and 6 seemed to act as an impact energy absorber for the femur. Porous bone concentrated mostly at the proximal and distal metacondyles of the femur.
According to the MR analysis presented above, bone seems to be a mechanically optimized graded structure. This research can be extended to a comparative study of failure and risk analysis for bone under muscle malfunction or other physical bone irregularities to predict the probable failure sections due to the resulting changes in bone density.
The present analysis considered the femur being loaded statically by only major muscle groups, as such was the case in the literature [32, 33] . The distal end of the femur was fixed, rather than loaded by the muscles or tendons attached to this end. This was a limitation of this study as it lacked dynamic or cyclic loading as well as inclusion of other muscles. A fully dynamic FE model under more flexible muscle forces may bring better understanding and details of bone remolding in time sequence [20] .
In FE modeling, the spatial dependence of the elasticity variation initially was not taken into consideration and the whole femur was assigned a constant elastic modulus corresponding to plexiform bone to simulate the most inefficient /heaviest design case scenario. However, heterogeneous, instead of homogenous elastic modulus assigned to the porous and medullary canal could have made the model better mimic the real initial conditions of the femur.
CONCLUSION
CT data alone provide information about the femur's topology and biomechanical properties of its material constituents. This information makes it feasible to construct an initial FE model of femur and subsequently to perform iterative material replacement optimization. Simulations under different load conditions allow determining whether the material distribution has been assigned in a mechanically optimized fashion and thus provide insights into the structural remodeling of femur within the context of Wolff's law of bone transformation where the tissue types are distributed in a mechanically optimum fashion to counteract the applied forces. Also such investigations may reveal the vulnerability of bone due to changes in its material properties associated with osteoporosis or fracture risks as a result of malfunction in muscles attached to it.
